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ABSTRACT 
We give an algorithm to compute the finite zeros of a regular matrix polynomial 
P(h) [i.e. det P(X) f 01. The approach is close to that of the algorithm in [8]. We use 
nonunitary elementary matrices instead of unitary matrices for the equivalence 
transformations, which are somewhat cheaper. In practice the danger of growth of 
nonunitary matrices seems to be more remote than usually supposed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In many applications in linear system and control theory it is required to 
compute the generalized eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a regular matrix 
polynomial (sometimes known as a h-matrix) of the form P(X) = Po + P,X 
+ ... +P,Ad,whereP,,..., Pd are complex n X n matrices and det P(h) f 0. 
It is well known that the matrix polynomial P(X) and the regular pencil 
have the same finite zeros [3]. Equation (1.1) is sometimes called the 
linearization of P(h). In the applications we always need the finite zeros of 
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(1.1) and their eigenstructure. Many papers [2,4,5,6,8] have already dis- 
cussed the computation of the eigenstructure of a regular X-matrix. In [S] Van 
Dooren and Dewilde gave an algorithm to cancel all infinite zeros of pencils 
(1.1) and deflate to a smaller regular pencil, which contains only finite zeros, 
and then use the well-known QZ algorithm [4] to compute the finite zeros. 
Here we present an algorithm other than Algorithm 2 in [8] for canceling all 
or some infinite zeros. if some of them are not deflated by our algorithm, one 
has to use Algorithm 3.1 in [7] to cancel the rest of infinite zeros. This paper 
should be read in connection with [8], and for this purpose we have used 
similar notation. See also [8] for the motivation of the whole procedure. Our 
algorithm uses nonunitary elementary matrices instead of unitary matrices for 
the equivalence transformations, which are somewhat cheaper. We denote by 
O,,,, and 0, the m X n and n X n zero matrices respectively, by I,, the n X n 
identity, and by A* the conjugate transpose of A. 
2. ALGORITHM 
In this section we develop a method to deflate infinite zeros of XS, - A, 
in (1.1). Further we use Algorithm 3.1 in [7] to cancel the (possibly) left-over 
infinite zeros and compute the finite zeros of P(h) with the OZ algorithm. 
We consider the linearization (1.1) of P(X) and show that one can efficiently 
exploit the sparsity of the pencil. We first perform a column compression 
with unitary transformation W, [l, 162-1651 and define 
Then we compute the zero space U, of Pd, where 
w, k [ Ud vii I. -- 
T/ Pd 
(2.2) 
Successively determine an LR decomposition on U, with partial pivoting, i.e. 
determine a permutation 0, and two matrices R, and L, of the forms 
I * * \ 
* 
R,b 0 ; *& 
0 0 0 
\o 0 0, 
ki 
i i 0 
(2.3a) 
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and 
i 1 * 0 1 0 
L,Z! * * 1 
I * * * * * * 
such that 
0 o\ 
00 Ed0 1 0 o& k-t 10 rS,z 0 1 
e,rJ, = 
(2.3b) 
(2.4) 
Since t, and fid are nonsingular, from (2.1) it follows that the columns of 
I 4r 
[ I ‘d 
form a basis of the zero space of Pde,‘, where tid = fldLdl. We denote 
then we have 
(2.5) 
The steps (2.1)-(2.5) describe a method to compress the matrix Pd to fuh 
column rank pd. Now we will give another procedure to compute the zero 
space of Pd and aho to compress Pd to fuh cohrmn rank pd. 
From (2.1) and (2.2), Pd can be written as 
Pd = Qdvd* . (2.7) 
Determine an R * L* decomposition of Vd* with partial pivoting: 
(2.8) 
where gd, Ed, and gd are of the same form as in (2.3), and 8, is permuta- 
198 
tion. By substituting V,* of (2.18) for (2.19), which yields 
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it follows that the columns of K 
i 1 Z form a basis of the zero space of PdBcI, 
where M, k - L*-‘sd*. 
Od 
Let 
then we also have 
(2.6) 
Now define 
P,e,TM,qqP; 1 P;] for i=2,...,d-1. (2.10) 
Then by multiplying A $ - A, on the left by S, k diag{ Mild,,. . . , 
Mg ltlc,, Z, } and on the right by Td 4 diag{ Bj”Md,. . . , BTM,, 8$}, we obtain 
S&B,, - A,)T, e h 
1, 
- 
iii, 
L 
- P,B,T 
(2.11) 
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Define the following matrices: 
Pi= [P;ii Pi+] for i=2,...,d-1, 
Bri = Ood 2 x, 4 [OOdPd &] > 
Then the pencil (2.11) can be written as 
(2.12a) 
(2.12b) 
- = A,. (2.13) 
In the first step ( j := d) we have performed an equivalence transforma- 
tion of the pencil (1.1) with nonsingular matrices S, and Td, and obtained the 
form (2.13). In fact, by (2.6) and (2.13) it is shown that the pencil hB, - A, 
has ud Jordan chains corresponding to oo(i.e. ad eigenvectors belonging to 
co), and the sizes of Jordan chains to cc of X B, - A, are one less than those 
belonging to X B, - A,. Similarly, we can continue the above transformations 
on A B, - A, to cancel the infinite zeros corresponding to principal vectors of 
degree two of X Be - A,,, and so on (see also 171). Suppose that at step 
200 
j + 1 = d - k + 1 (for 1~ k < d - 1) we have the form 
‘j+l” . S,( Xl+, - A,,& . . * Tj+, 
Ah = 
- 
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1 
= Bd_j 
\ 
I E A,_ j, (2.14) 
where ~~+~=p~+ **a +pj+l and sj+l=od+ **. +uj+l; Yj+l>Zi+lE 
C(n+rj+l)x(n+rj+l), B,~ E Q=Sj+lxS,+l, and X. 1+1 E Q=5+1xn. 
The matrix 
L on*)+, 
i 1 ‘j+l 
in (2.14) has full column rank. This is clear for j = d. For j = d - 1 we have 
which also has full column rank. The proof for smaller j goes by induction. 
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Now for j = d - k (1~ k < d - 1) suppose that the columns of pj are 
linearly dependent. As in (2.1)-(2.5) (for d = j, we obtain a matrix Mj and a 
permutation Bj such that PjZZr?Mj = [0 1 PI: 1. 
Multiply (2.14) on the left by 
Sj=diag( I,,+,, Mj’Bj ,..., LI~;‘B,,Z,,Z,~,,) 
and on the right by 
Tj = diag( ZSjil, OTMj,. . . , 6TMj, BT, IT,+,). 
Denote [Pi’ 1 P,- ] $ $iBJ’Mj for i = 2,. . , , j - 1. We have the following new 
updating definitions: 
FiL [P&Pi+], i=2 ,...,j-1, 
(2.15a) 
Zj 4 re] E Q=(n+r~+l+pl)X(n+r,+~+p~), (2.15b) 
For j = d - k (1~ k < d - l), by the inductive assumption 
matrix 
(2.16) 
we have that the 
zn 1onr,+l 
[ 1 ‘j+l 
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has full column rank. It follows that the matrix 
diag( MT “j, &,+,) diag( 0:, Zr,+,) =:Cj 
has full column rank. Therefore from (2.15) we obtain that the matrix 
1” O”,. 
1 A [’ 1 Yj = 
I 0 
PI !-Ii 6 cj (2.17) 
also has full column rank. The full rank conditions (2.17) here are very 
important, since one can repeat the procedures (2.6), (2.10)-(2.13) again on 
the smaller transformed pencil XB,_ j - A,_ j in (2.14) to cancel all infinite 
zeros concerning principal vectors of degree d - j + 1. 
A similar proof can be found in [7,8]. 
The above recursion can be written in the following algorithm: 
Algorithm 1. 
(1) Bri := X := void; y := pi; Z := - Z’e; r = s = 0. 
(2) For j = d step - 1 until 2 do 
begin main loop 
[0 1 Qj] := PiW: if u = 0, go to exit (4); 
[comment: find the permutation B and 
L 0 
M4 A2 IP ( i 
as in (2.2)-(2.5)] 
PjeTM := [O 1 PI:]; 
for i = j - 1 step - 1 until 2 do 
[Pi’ 1 I’; ] := PieTM; (2.18) 
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exit (3) 
exit (4) 
h 
A = diag( I,, M); 6 = diag( I,, 4); 6r = diag( Br, I,); 
[comment: update] 
for i = j - 1 step - 1 until 2 do Pi := [PLY ) P,’ 1; 
[ Bri 1 x] := 
Top / -RI ZPI 0 Pr 
Y:= [g-----y 
set r := r + p; s := s + u; 
end main loop; 
[comment: normal exit of main loop (2): none of the Pj has futl 
column rank] 
and Z := IP O [I 1 o ze” ; (2.20) 
further cancel the remaining infinite zeros and compute finite zeros 
of the regular pencil XY - Z using [7, Algorithm 3.11 and the QZ 
algorithm respectively; stop. 
[comment: a Pi has full rank at step j; we then have the regular 
pencil ’ 
0 1” I 
0 
Pi 
0 
c Y 
_I 
- 
1” 
L--H In ’ (2.21) Z 
which possess only finite eigenvalues of the matrix polynomial [3]] 
stop. 
REMARK. 
(a) Exit (3): In this case we have only deflated the infinite zeros concem- 
ing eigenvectors and principal vectors of degree 2 to d - 1 respectively. The 
other ones have to be deflated in a second pass using Algorithm 3.1 of 171. 
This case will happen only when the size of one of the Jordan blocks 
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corresponding to 00 is larger than (or equal to) the degree d (say) of 
polynomial matrix. 
(b) Exit (4): In this case we have completely deflated all infinite zeros of 
XB, - A, and obtained a smaller pencil, which has only finite eigenvalues. 
This can happen when the sizes of all Jordan blocks corresponding to co are 
smaller than d. 
(c) Replacing the computation of 0 and M [as in (2.2)-(2.5)] in step (2) 
of Algorithm 1 by the steps 
(l* say) to Algorithm 1. 
(d) For the case of exit 
form 
(2.2), (2.8) (2.9) we obtain a similar algorithm 
(4) we can partition the pencil (2.21) into the 
[wj] 18, (4311 
as in 181. From the conditions (2.17) it is easily seen that the coefficient of X L.(Q 
in V,(h) i I has full column rank. For the case of exit (3) we have the 
reduced pencil XY, - 2, as in (2.20) (we add here superscripts to indicate 
the steps j). Multiplying XY, - 2, by 4 (j = 2,. . . , d) on the right with a 
matrix of suitable size, we then obtain a new transformed pencil hYs - z’, 
(equivalent to XY, - Z,), which is defined by the recursive form 
[the same partition as in (2.15)] for j = d + 1,. . . ,2, with Yd+ i = P, as in 
(1.1). We can also partition Xya - z’s into the form [8, (43)], and then one 
can show that the coefficient of X in 
T,,(h) 
[ i, 
v,(U 
has full column rank with a 
similar proof to (45)-(48) in [8]. Therefore we ave shown that the reduced 
pencil resulting from exit (3) or (4) satisfies the conditions of Theorems 3 and 
4 in [8]. 
In the following theorem we will show that the matrix Bri in Algorithm 1 
has nilpotent form and one can use some information on it to determine the 
numbers of elementary divisors corresponding to 00. 
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THEOREM. The matrix Bri at exit (3) or (4) of Algorithm 1 is nilpotent, 
having the form 
where the matrices Bi, i+ 1, i = 1,. . . , d - e have full column rank and od > 
. . . 2 oe [e = 2 by exit (3); 2 < e f d by exit (4)]. Further, the pencil 
XB, - A, has 
(2.22) 
infinite elementary divisors of size i (i = 1,. . . , d - e). 
Proof. If e = d, then [Bri ( X,] = [O,, I OP,,Z,,,l. Now for 2 < e G d we 
proceed as follows: The matrix 
can be written as 
[Egg/-y] diag(Zsj+,,B,TMj, I,,) s [ Bri1 Xj] 
for j = d - 1,. . . , e. Therefore from the recursive form (2.16) we can also 
write 
(2.23) 
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It is easy to see that it is not necessary to compute the product of 
matrices on the right side of (2.23). It is of the form 
-z a,/ 0 0 0 0 
o* **o t+E 0 Bl, Bl, * 0 0 0 B, * 0 
0 0 0 0 I,, 
However, one has to calculate the permutations. Thus from (2.23) we have 
[ Bri / & ] A [%I ) It,,] B 
0 Bl, B l,d-eil 
0 . 
. . 
. . 
* 0 
. . 
. . 
. . 
* 0 
0 I”,, 
. 
t n 
. B d&e,d-e+l 
0 . . . . 0 
From the property (2.17) and the eigenstructure of the regular pencil 
(1.1) it follows that the matrices Bi,i+l (i = l,.. ., d - e) have full column 
rank and ad > .. . > ue. Consequently, from [7] the conditions (2.22) are 
established. n 
REMARK. By exit (4) (2 < e < d) in Algorithm 1 we obtain the complete 
Jordan structure at 00 of the pencil hB, - A, [see (2.22)]. By exit (3) (e = 2) 
we know that AB, - A, has ai infinite elementary divisors of size i 
(i = I..., d - 2) [see also (2.22)]. For determining the numbers of infinite 
elementary divisors of larger size j (j > d - 2) one can call Algorithm 3.1 in 
[7] on the pencil XY - 2 [in (2.20)]. 
3. COST OF COMPUTATIONS 
Several numerical methods have been described in [2,4,5,6,8] for the 
regular matrix polynomial. The methods that compute all the zeros [4,5] 
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require 0( n3d3) operations, i.e. 0( d2n2) operations per computed zero. The 
method of [8, Algorithm 21 cancels aj = n - pi (pi = rank pj) zeros at co in 
step j (2 < j < d) and requires about fj = 2pjdn2 operations. If aj = 1, it 
needs 2dn3 operations for the deflation of one zero, and if aj = n - 1 this 
reduces to 2dn operations per deflated zero. For an average aj = pi = n/2, 
Algorithm 2 of [8] requires about 2dn2 operations per deflated zero at co. As 
a comparison with Algorithms 1 and l* for the deflation of the “fake” zeros 
at co, we use the QR decomposition with row pivoting for the rank 
compression of pj [l]. The following operation count is obtained for Al- 
gorithms 1 and l*. 
(1) Operations of Algorithm 1 by step j. Let gj denote the number of 
operations in the jth step: 
g j = 2n2pj (rank compression of pj) 
+ 2naipi + naJ! + iaJFpj [as in (2.2)-(2.5) at step j] 
+ (j - 2)najpj [as in (2.6) at step j] . (3.1) 
We can estimate the operation count of gj in the following three cases 
(j=d,..., e, 2 < e < d): We need about 
2n3+(j-2)n2 ops. for aj = 1, (3.2) 
n’+(j+$)n ops. for aj = n - 1, (3.3) 
(T+ 32 n ops. for oi=pi=2 (3.4) 
per deflated zero at cc, on average (here ops. = operations). The number of 
interchanges in Algorithm 1 (2 < e < d) is 
naj(j-2)+2(n+rj+i)aj+ (3.5) 
where rd+ i = 0; this count of interchanges is obtained from (2.18) (2.19) and 
(2.20) for 2 < e < j G d. 
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(2) Operations of Algorithm 1* by step j. Let g; denote the number 
of operations in the jth step: 
gr = 2n2pj (rank compression of pj) 
+2npT + np; + iajpf [as in (2.2), (2.7), (2.8) at step j] 
+ (j - 2)nujpj [as in (2.6) at step j]. (3.6) 
As in (3.2)-(3.4) above, we also have the following numbers of operations for 
g; for distinct aj: 
5n3+(j-9)n2 ops. for aj = 1, 
jn+4 ops. for uj= n - 1, 
(T+!+’ n ops. for uj=pj=2 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
per deflated zero at cc in average. 
It is clear that the number of interchanges of Algorithm l* is given by 
(3.5). From (3.4) and (3.9) we know that Algorithms 1 and l* require about 
Kj + WW2 (2 < j < d) operations per deflated zero at cc for oj = n/2, 
which compares (for d > 2) rather favorably with the 2dn2 of [8, Algorithm 
21 and O(d 2n2) of the algorithms in [4,5]. For the extreme cases uj = 1 or 
n - 1, from (3.2) (3.3) and (3.7), (3.8) it is easy to see that we should use 
Algorithm l* if uj is greater than n/Z [thus we have gr? as in (3.8)]; 
otherwise we use Algorithm 1 for the case uj < n/2 [g j as in (3.2)]. These 
correspond to 2dn (uj = 1) and 2dn3 (uj = 1) respectively of [8, Algorithm 21. 
If d is large and the sizes of all Jordan blocks are smaller than d [by exit (4) 
in Algorithm 11, we use considerably less operations for deflating the zeros at 
co. In practice such a matrix polynomial with many zeros at cc often occurs; 
hence we can first deflate all zeros at cc using Algorithms 1 or l* and then 
determine finite zeros using the QZ algorithm. If the case of exit (3) in 
Algorithm 1 occurs, we can only cancel some of the infinite zeros by 
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performing Algorithm 1 or I*, and Algorithm 3.1 of [7] must be used to 
deflate the rest. 
4. NUMERICAL STABILITY AND INSTABILITY 
In each step j of Algorithm 1 or l* we need to determine a basis 
1 1 A, J 
of the zero space of Piei, where “;Ij = -“j,ii’ and tij is a permutation [see 
(2,2)-(2.5)]. But although the elements tk of ej ar_e bounded by unity, 
]]L;‘]] may be quite large; for example, if all nonzero ljk (i > k) are equal to 
- 1 and ci = 1, then L7’ has an element 2”-2 in the (n, 1) position. We 
then may have an additional problem for the algorithm if ]]L? I]( is large, but 
in practice little pivotal growth seems to occur, and the matrices zi ’ have 
norms of order unity (see [9, pp. 353-3691). 
If in some steps of the algorithm the norm of ajLi’ is too large, we 
replace Sj and Tj [in (3.7) for d = j] by 
and 
I tljLj,..., ejLjy8,diag(Lj>ZPJ)) I,,.,  
respectively [for Lj put d = j (2.3b)]. Naturally it requires a higher cost of 
computation to reset the new matrices Y and 2 of (2.16). In this particular 
case this danger seems to be more remote than usual; for this reason and the 
lower cost of computations, Algorithms 1 and l* are then competitive with 
other algorithms [2,4,5,6,8]. 
We tested Algorithm 1 on several examples with double precision 
FORTRAN 77 (15 digits) on the BASF 7/70 at the University of Bielefeld. The 
tested matrix polynomials have dimensions less than 10 and degrees less than 
7; they are constructed to exit in step “exit (4)” in Algorithm 1. We also 
computed the spectral variation s*(B) (say) between the finite zeros of two 
algorithms, i.e. sA( B) = max j mini IX i - p jj, where Xi and p j are finite zeros 
of Algorithm 1 and [8, Algorithm 21 respectively, which are between 0.5 X 
lo- lo and 1.5 x lOPi3 on average. For large norms of the matrix polynomials 
a loss in accuracy may occur, which is caused, for one reason, by using the 
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QZ algorithm on the matrix pencil in (2.21), whose elements can have very 
different mod&, due to roundoff errors in the determination of ranks of 
matrices. 
5. CONCLUSION 
In this paper we have described a method for canceling infinite zeros of a 
regular matrix polynomial. Many examples have arisen in practice in which 
the number of finite zeros, i.e., the degree of det P(h), is far lower than nd, 
so the direct use of the QZ algorithm for computing all finite zeros of the 
pencil (1.1) would be troublesome at infinity. Algorithms 1 and l* could thus 
be used as “preprocessing” for the QZ algorithm in order to get rid of 
infinite zeros. 
If a finite zero p # 0 is determined, denote p ’ = a; then we have a new 
regular pencil with the shift 01: (B, - cuA,)x = x’A,x. It is not difficult to 
show that this pencil can be transformed to a pencil of the form (1.1) by 
some equivalence transformations. If p = 0, we reverse the order of matrices 
in (l.l), i.e., the new linearization of the form (1.1) corresponds to the 
polynomial P(p) = Pd + Pd_,p + . . . + P,pdel + P,#, and then we can per- 
form algorithm 1 or l* to compute the eigenstructure corresponding to the 
finite zero I*. Similarly, using the same approach as in above method, one can 
obtain a similar algorithm to the one in [S] for the singular case [i.e. 
det P(A) 3 01. We avoid a long-winded description here; for a detailed 
discussion see [7,8]. 
1 wish to thank Professor Elsnm and Dr. Mehrmann for many helpful 
discussions. 
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